Don’t Miss These Events at the SEAA Convention!

1. **National Roll-out of the SEAA Ironworker Craft Training Program**! —SEAA leaders have been working with NCCER to develop this valuable training program. Now you can learn all about it.

2. **Mechanical Bull and Entertainment with Thom Shepherd** during the Opening Reception & Trade Show on Wednesday, March 12. Check this out at [www.thomshepherd.com](http://www.thomshepherd.com).

3. **Dallas Cowboys Stadium Tour**—MORE THAN JUST A STADIUM! This tour of AT&T Stadium will appeal to people of all interests and ages. From its stunning sweeping architecture to the luxurious suites – experience a world of facts and figures about the world’s largest domed structure.

4. **George R. Pocock Memorial Golf Tournament**—A day at The Tribute is like visiting Scotland—without the travel! Patterned after legendary courses in Scotland and designed by renowned golf architect Tripp Davis, The Tribute’s 18 holes simulate some of the most famous and difficult holes of the Scottish links, including St. Andrews.

5. **Tea Luncheon & Trolley Tour Exploring Historic Mckinney, Texas**—Step back in time with the costumed interpreters who recreate a living historical museum, including blacksmith demonstrations, traditional cooking, animal care, and general daily life. Delight in the charming downtown square with its many boutique shops and restaurants.